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Dear Visitors,
when patients phone in from abroad, more or less they ask the same questions. In the
following you will find answers to the most frequently asked questions.
If you need further information just call:
or write an e-mail to:

++49/7371/923928
praxis@heilpraktiker-peter-kern.de

Question:

Do you travel abroad for the treatment of cancer patients?

Answer:

Basically yes, - if the circumstances make it necessary. Generally I would
recommend a treatment in my own ambulant practice in Germany, if possible.

Question:

Do you generally discourage from orthodox cancer treatment?

Answer:

No, I do not. Orthodox cancer treatment can save lives. I am very pragmatic but sometimes the patient refuses orthodox medicine generally, sometimes the
patient is beyond treatment …
For me it's normal to be the last hope - more or less.

Question:

Under which circumstances do you travel abroad?

Answer:

If it is the patients declared will to be treated with my Vitamin B17 based
individual therapy and if he is too weak to travel.
If the patient wants to be treated with my Vitamin B17 based individual therapy
but he is indispensable by specific superior reasons.
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Question:

What documents do you need for a first estimation and how long do we have to
wait for your answer?

Answer:

Usually I need a copy of the medical record and the last examination results via
e-mail or fax. I try to phone back within one day.

Question:

What do you mean by "Vitamin B17 based individual therapy"?

Answer:

In my opinion every cancer therapy should be a holistic therapy. This means that
the focus of the therapy must include not only the physical but also the mental,
psychical part of our patients.
Because my Vitamin B17 based individual therapy is a holistic therapy, there are
different parts of treatment. We work on the physically level as well as on the
mental or psychical level.
On the physical level we use an individually tested medication. I refuse to use
fixed treatment protocols, because every patient has to be seen as an individual
with his special deficits, needs and resources.
On the psychical level my primary concers are to restore the will to live and to
uncover mental blockades. Mental blockades can prevent true healing and be
possibly a very important co-factor in the development of cancer. In other
words:
I cannot heal anybody, but I can help to activate to reactivate the patient's
individual ability to self- healing on the physical level as well as on mental level.

Question:

How would you define the relationship between the patient and yourself?

Answer:

My therapeutic independence is the base of my therapy, so it’s a kind of difficult
to explain. On the one hand my specific role in this therapy is to be a guide and
a supervisor who tries to help the patient to find his individual way - but the
patient needs to go it by himself.
On the other hand I am convinced that especially cancer patients need "a friend
for while" - I try to be this friend and very often this friendship remains.
I know that some patients may find it unusual or strange that I am a practitioner
who puts so many question into so many areas of my patients live: education,
traditions, habits, environment and the way of living - but I in nearly every
cancer patients life we can find structural or mental blockades caused by
incidents in the past.
The uncovering and resolving of these blockades is necessary if the holistic
Vitamin B17 based therapy shall have a chance. If the patient is not willing to
change his life, I am the wrong practitioner.
I think, we can say: I am the independent but engaged friend who wants to help
if the patient is willing to accept unorthodox methods.
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Question:

How do you administer your Vitamin B17 and the other medication?

Answer:

Usually we administer the B17 and other injectable medication by a daily
intravenous infusion. We also use alternative medical devices like Bioresonance,
Rehatron Alpha and others accompanying to the daily infusion.

Question:

How long is your therapy going to take?

Answer:

If I have to travel abroad, the minimum is a time period of 12 weeks. If
necessary, it is possible to extend the therapy in time frames of 4 weeks.

Question:

What is your fee for 3 months individual B17 based therapy?

Answer:

To give an answer to this question, I need detailed information about the
patient's general condition, the orthodox medicine examination results and
previous treatments. It's also important to know where the patient lives and how
the circumstances are.
If there is adequate medical staff at the patient's disposal, it's sufficient that I
will travel alone. If the patient needs additional medical staff from Germany like
a medical doctor and a nurse, the fee will differ for more than 100%.
Therefore please phone in and send an e-mail with detailed information. We will
react as fast as possible.

Question:

I have never heard anything about the profession "Heilpraktiker". Can you
explain what it is?

Answer:

In Germany there are two professional categories, which are allowed to treat and
medicate people. The first category are the medical doctors, they have to study
medicine at a university. This complies with the M.D. in the USA.
The second profession, which you will find only in Germany is the "Heilpraktiker".
We are examinated by the government. We are allowed to do many things like
the medical doctors do, e.g. we are allowed in to administer intravenous
injections or infusions and we are allowed to practice psychotherapy.
The main difference between the medical doctor and the Heilpraktiker is the way
of education and that the Heilpraktiker is not allowed to use or prescribe
pharmaceuticals, which are only available on prescription, like antibiotics and
most of the analgesics.
The "Heilpraktiker" works with many different naturopathic techniques, our basic
principle is: Primum nihil nocere - at first do no harm
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Question:

Is your profession international accepted?

Answer:

As a unique german profession it may be that in your country the Heilpraktiker is
not accepted for the treatment of human beings. The best way to avoid
problems with your local health authorities is to ask if they accept the official
german permission certificate.
If your local authorities do not accept the official german permission certificate,
we need your general practitioner or oncologist for the physical part of the
therapy.
You should make sure that we don’t need a permission for mental training part
of my individual therapy.
Generally I prefer and recommend an honest cooperation with your general
practitioner, if it´s possible at all.

Question:

In some countries the use of Vitamin B17 for cancer treatment is not allowed or
there is no official permission for the use of B17. How can we deal with these
difficulties?

Answer:

In most countries of the world the medical doctors are free in the choice of
therapies. Your medical doctor should be able to prescribe Vitamin B17 and the
other medication. He can send the prescription to my practice and then we hand
the prescription to our german pharmacy. For most countries we can arrange the
shipment from our pharmacy to you via UPS cash on delivery.

For detailed prescription information please phone in our send an e-mail:
++49/7371/923928
praxis@heilpraktiker-peter-kern.de
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